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@ Sean F. Everton

Place a header at the top of your script that tells you what you called it, what it accomplishes, etc.
#################################################
# What: Network Topography in R
# File: snab5.R
# Created: 02.28.29
# Revised: 06.25.18
#################################################

Data

For this exercise, we’ll use a portion of the Chimeric Religious Terrorist Network (CRTN) that appears and
is described in Chapter 3. Data were collected from 1989 to 2004 on a religiously inspired terrorist group,
but the researchers who originally gathered the data later determined that the data were a poor reflection
of reality, which is why we refer to it here (and in the book) as the CRTN. It consists of 366 actors, who
had preexisting ties before joining the group, formed ties after joining the group, or participated in the same
operations. Here we focus on those who allegedly participated in the same operation.

Setup

Clear the workspace each time before beginning.
rm(list=ls())

Set your working directory to where the data are, so you don’t have to include the entire path when importing
and exporting data, files, etc.
setwd("~/Dropbox/Networks and Religion (Book)/Website/Labs/SNA Basics 6")

Network Topography in statnet

We need to first load the libraries we plan to use. The sna and network libraries are part of the statnet
package; intergraph allows us to convert a network object to an igraph object, which we’ll use later. Because
igraph and sna conflict with one another, we can’t load them at the same time. Well, we can, but it only
causes unnecessary trouble.
library(sna)
library(network)

Import the data from the corresponding Pajek file
crtnops.net <-as.network(read.paj("CRTN-Shared Operations.net"))

Let’s plot the network to see what it looks like. We’ll save the coordinates too. Note that the default node
color in statnet is red. Since this is a larger network, it will take a little longer for R to plot the network.
coords <- gplot(crtnops.net,usearrows=FALSE,edge.col="gray",jitter=TRUE,gmode="graph")
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Calculate how many components in the network (weak and strong – in this case the same because network is
undirected).
scomp <- components(crtnops.net, connected="strong", comp.dist.precomp=NULL)

scomp
## [1] 81
wcomp <- components(crtnops.net, connected="weak", comp.dist.precomp=NULL)
wcomp
## [1] 81

The commands indicate that there are 81 components in the network; as we can see from the plot above, most
of these are isolates. We can determine the distribution of components using the following commands. The
first calculates the distribution of component (weak) sizes. This command returns three vectors (paritions):
component membership, component size, and a vector that contains the unnormalized distribution function
of component sizes.

It’s the second vector that we’re interested in here, which we extract with the second command. The third
command then tabulates the vector, and the results indicate that there are 72 components of size 1 (i.e.,
isolates), 2 of size 2, 1 of size 4, 1 of size 7, and so on. The largest component contains 200 actors/nodes.
wcompd <- component.dist(crtnops.net,connected="weak")
compsize <- wcompd$csize
table(compsize)
## compsize
## 1 2 4 7 12 17 19 31 200
## 72 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

It can sometimes be helpful to extract the largest component (also known as the “main component”), such as
when working with very large networks or calculating the traditional measure of closeness centralty (Freeman),
which doesn’t handle infinite distances.

Here’s how to extract the largest (main) component in statnet, which we then visualize
crtnmain.net <- component.largest(crtnops.net,connected="weak",result="graph")
coords2 <- gplot(crtnmain.net,usearrows=FALSE,edge.col="gray",jitter=TRUE,gmode="graph")
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Let’s look at cliques in statnet. For this, we’ll just focus on the main
component. Adding the option to save a “co-membership” matrix (clique.comembership=“sum”), we sum all
the times that two nodes appear in the same clique. These are saved in matrix format as links between all
pairs of nodes, which, of course, we can visualize if we choose. Vertices that appear close to one another in
the diagram belong to more of the same cliques than those who appear far apart.
crtnmain.clique <- clique.census(crtnmain.net,mode="graph",clique.comembership="sum")

crtnmain.comemb <- as.network(crtnmain.clique$clique.comemb)
gplot(crtnmain.comemb,gmode="onemode",usearrows = FALSE)

Statnet also calculates the number of actors in each clique, and then tells us which clique each actor is in.
Here, we save it as a dataframe, which gives us a little flexibility down the line.
crtnmain.cliquecount <- as.data.frame(crtnmain.clique$clique.count)

The total number of actors in each clique is located in the first column of the resulting dataframe.
crtnmain.cliquecount[,1]
## [1] 0 3 1 4 2 3 1 1 1 2 0 3 2 0 2 1 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

If we remove the first column, then we end up with a two-mode matrix of clique by actor, which we can then
coerce into a network object and plot where red nodes indicate cliques and blue nodes actors
crtnmain.cliquecount[,1]=NULL
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crtnmain.cliquemem <- as.network(crtnmain.cliquecount,matrix.type="incidence",
bipartite=TRUE)

gplot(crtnmain.cliquemem,gmode="twomode",usearrows = FALSE)

Now, let’s get the k-cores of the original graph and its main component and then plot the two graphs
highlighting the k-cores. The table command tells us that the largest k-core is a 32-core, and 33 actors are
included in it.
crtnops.kcore <- kcores(crtnops.net,mode ="graph")
table(crtnops.kcore)
## crtnops.kcore
## 0 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 12 14 15 16 17 18 19 22 32
## 72 6 7 5 11 13 3 8 12 28 14 21 3 17 16 56 18 23 33
gplot(crtnops.net,coord=coords,vertex.col=crtnops.kcore,usearrows=FALSE,

edge.col="gray",jitter=TRUE,gmode="graph")

crtnmain.kcore <- kcores(crtnmain.net,mode ="graph")
table(crtnmain.kcore)
## crtnmain.kcore
## 1 3 4 5 6 7 9 11 12 14 15 17 18 19 32
## 2 3 5 11 6 3 12 16 14 21 3 16 37 18 33
gplot(crtnmain.net,coord=coords2,vertex.col=crtnmain.kcore,usearrows=FALSE,

edge.col="gray",jitter=TRUE,gmode="graph")
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Network Topography in igraph

Time to switch to igraph because the statnet package doesn’t have any community detection algorithms.
library(igraph)
detach("package:sna", unload=TRUE)

Read the Pajek file into igraph and then try a relatively simple plot
crtnops.ig <- read.graph("CRTN-Shared Operations.net",format = c("pajek"))
crtnops.ig <- as.undirected(crtnops.ig)
crtnops.ig <- simplify(crtnops.ig)
crtnops.ig
## IGRAPH a8d04fe UNW- 366 2538 --
## + attr: id (v/c), name (v/c), x (v/n), y (v/n), z (v/n), weight
## | (e/n)
## + edges from a8d04fe (vertex names):
## [1] CRTN-1--CRTN-2 CRTN-1--CRTN-3 CRTN-1--CRTN-4 CRTN-1--CRTN-14
## [5] CRTN-1--CRTN-15 CRTN-1--CRTN-19 CRTN-1--CRTN-24 CRTN-1--CRTN-37
## [9] CRTN-1--CRTN-39 CRTN-1--CRTN-50 CRTN-1--CRTN-51 CRTN-1--CRTN-52
## [13] CRTN-1--CRTN-55 CRTN-1--CRTN-56 CRTN-1--CRTN-57 CRTN-1--CRTN-58
## [17] CRTN-1--CRTN-59 CRTN-1--CRTN-60 CRTN-1--CRTN-61 CRTN-1--CRTN-62
## [21] CRTN-1--CRTN-63 CRTN-1--CRTN-64 CRTN-1--CRTN-65 CRTN-1--CRTN-66
## [25] CRTN-1--CRTN-67 CRTN-1--CRTN-68 CRTN-1--CRTN-69 CRTN-1--CRTN-70
## + ... omitted several edges

plot(crtnops.ig,layout=layout.fruchterman.reingold,vertex.label=NA,vertex.size=5,
vertex.color="Sky Blue")
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Identifying components in igraph are simple. We use the decomponse command, which as its name implies,
decomposes the network into a list of subnetworks that represent all of either the strong components or weak
components in the network. Here, we’ll just ask for the weak components.
crtnops.wcomp <- decompose(crtnops.ig,mode="weak")

This creates a list of 81 subnetworks, most of which are isolates. If we want eliminate isolates, we can modify
the command like this:
crtnops.wcomp <- decompose(crtnops.ig,mode="weak",min.vertices=2)

This produces a list of 9 subnetworks. The largest component is always the first, so if we want to extract the
main component, we can do it this way:
crtnops.main <- crtnops.wcomp[[1]]

Plot to see what it looks like. We’ll save the coordinates too.
crtnops.main$layout <- layout.fruchterman.reingold(crtnops.main)

plot(crtnops.main,vertex.label=NA,vertex.size=5,vertex.color="Sky Blue")

We can identify cliques in igraph with the following command. Note that in the first command, we ask for all
cliques and learn that there are 112. With the second commmand, we only ask for cliques with 3 or more
nodes (which is typical), and you can see that there are 36.
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count_max_cliques(crtnops.ig)
## [1] 112
count_max_cliques(crtnops.ig, min=3)
## [1] 35

In igraph we identify k-cores with the following command. Note that the tabulation of the resulting vector
yields the same results as we got using statnet (as we should). The network graph looks similar as well (as it
should).
crtnops.kcore <- coreness(crtnops.ig, mode = "all")
table(crtnops.kcore)
## crtnops.kcore
## 0 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 12 14 15 16 17 18 19 22 32
## 72 6 7 5 11 13 3 8 12 28 14 21 3 17 16 56 18 23 33

plot(crtnops.ig,layout=layout.fruchterman.reingold,vertex.label=NA,vertex.size=5,
vertex.color=crtnmain.kcore)

Now, let’s look at a few community detection algorithms. We’ll begin with Girvan-Newman, which in igraph is
called edge betweenness. We’ll use the main component in order to avoid including isolates and disconnected
clusters in our analysis (this actually reduces the number of subgroups from 90 to 18).
crtnmain.gn <- edge.betweenness.community(crtnops.main)
## Warning in edge.betweenness.community(crtnops.main): At community.c:
## 460 :Membership vector will be selected based on the lowest modularity
## score.
## Warning in edge.betweenness.community(crtnops.main): At community.c:
## 467 :Modularity calculation with weighted edge betweenness community
## detection might not make sense -- modularity treats edge weights as
## similarities while edge betwenness treats them as distances
ls(crtnmain.gn)
## [1] "algorithm" "bridges" "edge.betweenness"
## [4] "membership" "merges" "modularity"
## [7] "names" "removed.edges" "vcount"

The second command ls() tells us the various types of information that igraph calculated. We can access this
information to see the modularity score and the number of groups (length) the algorithm identified. This
information can also help us to calculate normalized moduarlity; there is an upper limit to the modularity
score. With a large number of groups (communities) it, the normalized score differs little from the regular
score. However, with a small number of groups, it can vary considerably.
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modularity(crtnmain.gn)
## [1] 0.6770477
length(crtnmain.gn)
## [1] 18

The second command ls() tells us the various types of information that igraph calculated. We can access this
information to see the modularity score and the number of groups (length) the algorithm identified. This
information can also help us to calculate normalized moduarlity.

Why are we interested in normalized modularity? Because there is an upper limit to the modularity score,
which is a function of how many communities (subgroups) the algorithm identifies.

With a large number of groups (communities) it, the normalized score differs little from the regular score.
However, with a small number of groups, it can vary considerably. The following commands demonstrates
how to calculate normalized moduarlity.
mod.gn <- modularity(crtnmain.gn)
length.gn <- length(crtnmain.gn)
qprime.gn <- mod.gn/(1-(1/length.gn))
length.gn
## [1] 18
mod.gn
## [1] 0.6770477
qprime.gn
## [1] 0.716874

The command also generates a vector that identifies which comnunities each actor belongs to, which we can
use to color the nodes. Let’s save the coordinates too.
crtnmain.mem <- membership(crtnmain.gn)

plot(crtnops.main,vertex.label=NA,vertex.size=5,vertex.color=crtnmain.mem)

We can also place convex hulls around the various communities by placing the “crtnmain.gn” object at the
beginning of the plot command.
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plot(crtnmain.gn,crtnops.main,vertex.label=NA,vertex.size=5,vertex.color=crtnmain.mem)

We can do so with and without coloring the individual nodes. In fact, if you compare the two graphs, you’ll
see that they are identical, so telling igraph what color to color the nodes is unnecessary; igraph chooses its
own colors based on the convex hulls.
plot(crtnmain.gn,crtnops.main,vertex.label=NA,vertex.size=5)

There are numerous other community detection algorithms included in igraph, such as Walktrap, Spin Glass,
and Louvain. We briefly compare and contrast them below.

First Walktrap
crtnmain.wt <- walktrap.community(crtnops.main)
crtnmain.wtmem <- membership(crtnmain.wt)
modularity(crtnmain.wt)
## [1] 0.6974975
mod.wt <- modularity(crtnmain.wt)
length.wt <- length(crtnmain.wt)
qprime.wt <- mod.wt/(1-(1/length.wt))
length.wt
## [1] 12
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mod.wt
## [1] 0.6974975
qprime.wt
## [1] 0.7609063

plot(crtnmain.wt,crtnops.main,vertex.label=NA,vertex.size=5)

Then Spin Glass
crtnmain.sg <- spinglass.community(crtnops.main)
crtnmain.sgmem <- membership(crtnmain.sg)
modularity(crtnmain.sg)
## [1] 0.7035624
mod.sg <- modularity(crtnmain.sg)
length.sg <- length(crtnmain.sg)
qprime.sg <- mod.sg/(1-(1/length.sg))
length.sg
## [1] 12
mod.sg
## [1] 0.7035624
qprime.sg
## [1] 0.7675226

plot(crtnmain.sg,crtnops.main,vertex.label=NA,vertex.size=5)
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And finally, Louvain
crtnmain.lv <- cluster_louvain(crtnops.main)
crtnmain.lvmem <- membership(crtnmain.lv)
modularity(crtnmain.lv)
## [1] 0.7046909
mod.lv <- modularity(crtnmain.lv)
length.lv <- length(crtnmain.lv)
qprime.lv <- mod.lv/(1-(1/length.lv))
length.lv
## [1] 10
mod.lv
## [1] 0.7046909
qprime.lv
## [1] 0.7829899

plot(crtnmain.lv,crtnops.main,vertex.label=NA,vertex.size=5)

Let’s compare by putting them all in a table
type <- c("Girvan-Newman","Walktrap","Spin Glass","Louvain")
mod <- c(mod.gn,mod.wt,mod.sg,mod.lv)
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qprime <- c(qprime.gn,qprime.wt,qprime.sg,qprime.lv)
groups <- c(length.gn,length.wt,length.sg,length.lv)

community <- data.frame(type,groups,mod,qprime)
colnames(community) <- c("Algorithm","Number of Groups","Modularity","Normalized Modularity")
community
## Algorithm Number of Groups Modularity Normalized Modularity
## 1 Girvan-Newman 18 0.6770477 0.7168740
## 2 Walktrap 12 0.6974975 0.7609063
## 3 Spin Glass 12 0.7035624 0.7675226
## 4 Louvain 10 0.7046909 0.7829899

If we were to base our analysis strictly on normalized modularity where a higher score is generally understood
to indicate a better fie, then we’d go with the Louvain algorithm’s community detection results although the
difference between it an Spin Glass appear minimal at best. Both identify 10 groups, and their modularity
and normalized modularity scores are nearly identical.

That’s all for now
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